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My thesis aims to valorise Italian Natural Parks, specially the “Gran Bosco di
Salbertrand”, situated in the alpine landscape of the high Susa Valley, nearby Turin.
To accomplish this goal, after the critical-technological analysis of the built heritage
located on the territory of Gran Bosco, I performed an international comparison with
Finland, excellent example both on social background as well as in the managing
involving natural areas, developed to achieve profit, granting at the same time an
high level of protection and conservation of the natural environment. The study case
of comparison is the Teijo Hiking Area, situated in the South-West cost of Finland.
This final project is developed with the methodology of the comparison and the
analysis of the heritages of these two areas, specially architectural heritage, and
analyzing the different managing experiences, finally suggesting ideas and strategies
of valorisation to join the operative tool provided. So the guidelines for the
conservation and restoration of both heritages are the link between the two areas
and they allow the comparison between them.

Few images of studied rural alpine buildings, situated on the territory of Gran Bosco

It was considered essential and fundamental the phase of acknowledgment:
discovering the real quantity, quality and location of all buildings situated on the
territory, which are the heritage to be valorised. The awareness of the heritage
owned was considered the base to be able to valorise it and to benefit from it.
I proceeded, first at Gran Bosco, with tools such as metrical and photographical
surveys, and critical-technological analysis organized in forms, with a methodology
elaborated and re-invented on the base of examples given by IAM researchers
(Institute of Mountain Architecture, founded in 1950s by arch. Carlo Mollino), of every
single building placed on the territory of the Park, which consists in 3.775 hectares,
involving seven municipalities, for a total amount of 179 parcels, divided in 34
localities, filed one by one, drawn in plant and prospects, and localised.

Example of metrical survey: Alpeggio Le selle, m. 2030, original scale 1:200
The survey form tool, together with the metrical surveys and an historicalarchitectural introduction produced, will be published in the new Area Plan of the
Park and spread at national level, for the conservation of the architectural heritage of
the Park; moreover, this methodology elaborated in Italy have been exported in
Finland, where it was discussed and fixed with Professors of Turku University of
Applied Sciences, restoration course.

In Finland the analysis and the forms were produced on about 40 buildings, in the
Park and the surroundings, historically characterized by an high presence of
industrial buildings linked to iron production. This step put the basis for the study of
Metsähallitus, the state owned enterprise which takes care of the whole Finnish
natural heritage, so the analysis on how they manage the woods, the use of forests
for recreational aspects and for the wellness of Finnish population, a study on how
they re-function and valorise the architectural heritage; Metsähallitus and other
private enterprises active on the territory are study cases which can be integrated in
the actual managing strategies of Gran Bosco and Italian Parks, with the final aim
and with the principal goal of the repopulation of our mountains and the valorisation
of rural alpine architecture.

Critical-technical forms: two examples of the main page, Finnish cases are in English
language

Finally, I suggested and exposed ideas for reaching the goals, looking at the Finnish
approach, so the rediscover also economical of the woods as a resource, in a way to
grant the possibility to the Parks to act financially on the built heritage on his territory,
to preserve and valorise them through the development of the recreational aspect of
natural areas, and as well with the development of ecotourism.
This thesis is therefore the fundamental tool for the rediscover of woods as a
resource, for the protection, the conservation, valorisation and design of the
construction in the wood.
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